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By the Roots    
– Ginger Hurajt
Time to put the garden to bed
   and pull up the plants nurtured all summer
Eggplants, peppers, squash, beans
   have given up their best
   and the rest lie exhausted

Roots of tomato vines
   spread like nerve endings 
   reaching out to edge of the path
Their pale frayed fingers break 
   as they cling to the earth

You think of the places you have lived
   and left behind
 And wonder if any piece of you lingers there
   a scratch on the floorboards
   a print on the sill
   a footstep
   a breath

Maybe it’s a part of your heart
Buried deep in in the backyard
Soundless 
Still
   and (almost) forgotten
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I am a  
Mouth  
Attached to  
a Sound     
– Susan L. Waterman
I am a scream attached

to a smile

too wide

too many teeth
this tight half circle
straining to stay upright
trying to disguise itself
here is a mustache and glasses
here is a wig and a mask
here is an ocean to get lost in
here is your promise turned into 
a whale.

The Nature of Being    
– Courtney Morin
i.

Here you are.
where oceans expire,
and where stone is exorcised
by salt and storm;
where flames crest 
in ashen skies,
and evenings sign—

ii.

Here you are.
at the junction of light
and matter; at the edge
of slanting shadow
where gods slumber;
where Time fractures
and beckons—

iii.

I am here,
where you have voyaged—
from the wilderness of womb; 
from the radiance of rot; 
home—where being exits
into canyons of memory,
and exists only in fragments—
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Melted Memories – Chelsea Flannigan

The beach was our place

The beach was our summer thing,

Where the sun shines up over the ocean,

Rising slowly and breaking into day.

Creating a blank canvas

For new memories.

Riding waves, dreams, secrets,

Our childhood summers appeared endless.

We watched the fireworks explode

In the blackened sky.

Years went on of sunburned skin and sleepovers,

The ocean kept us together 

We gathered there each summer.

The last sunrise set too soon,

Our footprints vanished,

Memories melted.

We would never share a dance along the summer shore.

Today I watch the waves we loved,

Hold on to those moments.

I listen to crashing, swooshing,

Hoping to hear our laughter one more time.

 I walk away alone as the sun melts into night.
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Sister – Elizabeth Morris

    To be young again as a bud.
    But now I am a flower, and you are the bud.
    I stare in fascination as you sleep.
    Imagining the imagination in your mind.

    My sweet Alice, what do you dream of?
    Do you dream of rabbits?
    Or queens?
    Do you dream of love?

    As your body lay across the grass,
    I watch silently admiring the girl I see.

    The world to you is the purest of hearts.
    You are unaffected by twisted knives and bloody scars.
    You remain as innocent as a dove.
    I wish I could lock your innocence away,
    never to be tampered with.

    My sweet Alice, my sister.
    I wish to give you the best in life.
    
    I rest my hand against your shoulder.
    “Alice,” I whisper, “Oh, Alice…”

    You awake peacefully, speaking of rabbits and talking
     cards.
    We chit-chat about “Drink Me” potions and “Eat Me”
     cakes.
    The excitement in your eyes never fades.

    As we walk the windy dirt road we walk each noon,
    you reach for my hand.

“I love you”, they suppose, is the ultimate confession
Why is that? I have taken no oath, and I face no trial
But I speak the whole truth

I cannot conceal this truth like the weapons they hide
The burdens they carry
The feelings they bury deep within

Societal gates of uncertainty open slowly
But only for hate
No room here for the irrationality of love

But in the darkest rooms we few still brew it
Whispering chants that somehow failed to spark
Like wet matches striking sulfur

Holding hands and singing out
Preceding yet another failed ignition
But we will try and try again

And the hearts we wear upon our sleeves
Are the unclaimed hearts of many
We pray they come to claim

Unclaimed Hearts – Matthew McKinley
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Imperfections – Elizabeth Morris

    She is far from perfect.
    She is far from the truth.
    Beneath her contaminated surface lies purity.
    Purity of who she once was.
    Before she bleached her hair.
    Before she spent hours each day
    painting her face to cover her imperfections.
    Before society told her she was not enough.
    She was not enough.
    And she never would be.
    So she cut off her hair,
    dying it darker than night.
    She wanted to be someone new.
    She wanted it all to end.
    She was not enough.
    And she never would be.
    She had fallen below the earth’s surface.
    Where no one could hear her scream.
    Where no one could dry her tears.
    Where no one knew she existed.
    She was lost
    and she needed to be found.
    Then along came a boy who would show her the way.  
    He found her broken and mangled, 
    alone in the dark.
    With two hands, he pulled her from below the surface.
    Two hands that would hold her close and help her to grow.
    As the world grew brighter, 
    she grew stronger.
    She was no longer empty. 
    She was full.
    So full
    She could taste the earth once more.
    So she grew out her hair and wiped the paint off her face.
    Detoxing her sin,
    she was pure once again.
    She was enough.
    And she always was.
    She felt love’s beauty graze her fingertips.
    She held the world in the palm of her own hand. 
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Conversations On  
a Death Bed  

– Susan L. Waterman
I want to 

see through your
eyes - watch shadows

on walls - floors
         

The television light - blue
catches ghosts

circling the room - waiting 

I’m small again 
your shoes too big

open a closet
 full of suits

I’m small again
watching you sleep

The television talks
about endless rain 

canceled reunions 
between,

fathers and daughters,
riding out the storm

I place my ear 
to your lips

hear ocean-waves
the bed your boat

 our silence 
 my drowning.

Mirrors of Society   
– Katherine Hailson

We sit on my bedroom floor
Staring blankly into each other's eyes

So in sync 
We even blink at the same time

But you want one thing 
I want another 

We've been together for as long as I can remember 
But you don't like who I've become

And yet
We can't leave each other

We used to get along
I used to love you
But as we sit on my bedroom floor

After the cold blood of societal pressure
Has crept into both of our veins 

I no longer want to look at you
We must rebuild us

I must rebuild me
Because this reflection staring back at me

Begs to be loved again
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A Voice Within – Ashley Mahoney

She’s filled with the ocean and every night she drowns in her own waves
The storm inside of her is silenced 
She tosses and turns trying to keep quiet, but still she cries for help
He doesn't hear a thing; he sleeps soundly as she gasps for air
She gets no sleep
She should know better than to hold it all in
She’s stronger than that, smarter than that
He speaks with promise in his voice though
He says he is sorry and that it will be okay and his soft brown eyes melt her
Is the storm over?
The eye of the storm holds the most power, yet we often mistake it for the end
The lily is lethal, yet it deceives us with its divine beauty in each drooping flower 
The elephant has the strength to uproot an entire forest, yet is afraid of a miniscule mouse
It's not over at all
It's a plot, it's a ploy
Don't fall for his tricks, don't listen to another tale
Know your own strength

Let that storm plunge my dear
Let the trees tumble

Let the ocean that is inside of you move like the grueling words off his 
tongue
Find your voice

Free yourself and let go
For he is a mouse

For he is a mere puddle in your tide pools
He is a lily, let go

Don't forget that you are the elephant in the forest
Don't forget that you are the ocean
You are bigger than that mouse
You are bigger than that puddle in your tide pools
You are stronger
You hold so much power
You are filled with the ocean my dear, stop drowning in your 
own waves
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I knew you were lying-but
that is our secret/ (I know what you remember)
-the details over and over again
spilling into our present 
what we want to forget about our past/

Some clean white floors-empty fridge
 the television-holding you close.

After my swearing-you confess
to finding my cigarettes and-
flushing them down the toilet/
I sat in the kitchen and cried
-pleading with you to just let me be/

While you-so small and brave
asked-Where my amor was-
My magic potion— My mother’s kiss
I use to give-that made it all better/ That 
made us forget we are in some
                  deep dark woods. 

 Son
   For Bailey     
– Susan L. Waterman
The moonlight pin points the fractures
in our form, Mother and Child/
Did you hear the rumble last night-

How things split/

I’ve left you alone while you were sick/
Your crying too much for me/

Surrounding us with shields-draped you
with armor too heavy to clunk around in/
(Impossible to play hide and seek)

When you complained about the weight of it-
I told you to stop whining/

Just try walking
with these bricks around your ankles 
or this universe on your head/

I gave you a globe and made you turn it
slow then quick-made you close your eyes
Tell me anything you remember.

Hearing the silence-
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The Tree:  
A Certainty of  
Always Being

– Armando Beillard
The sun may set,

and the moon may wane, 
And there you’ve slept

Stolid in the rain

Deep are your veins.
Embedded. 
Entrenched.

Embracing tightly without pain.

A child sees a giant,
Gentle in nature.

Yet,
Mighty in the maelstrom.

Atop a bruised and mangy neck,
Sits a great head of green.

Woven with brown brambles,
and green trident memories.

Stirring in the soft yellow cradle below,
The selfish child pleads for one more. 

But how can he know,
for every memory to fall
Another year must go.
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The valkyrie, courageous and bold,
But without a cause, or a track to follow,

Finds herself lost at the foot of your knoll.
A fight won, 

but a friend lost.

With a joke to spare,
Now calm, and collected.
A shared laugh in the air.

Fears laid to rest, and brow upright
 A chance smile finds its place across her once grim face.

The soldier, With a mind knotted and twisted by doubt
seeking truth and purpose. 

Find himself leaning against your rippled and gnarled shoulder.
Raging against the cage he built himself,

A heart broken,
But the soul spared. 

With a whisper of the wind, he awoke,
to new-found wisdom that

Opportunity lends itself to the selfless.
With a quiet mind and open heart,

He marched on. 

A life thrown asunder since the sky was blue,
A seed took root, and a perspective grew. 

Many came and went. 
With love.
With hate.

For guidance. 
For forgiveness.

For you.
A guardian, holding fast in the gale,

And gentle in the sun. 
Strengthened by love.

Humbled by life. 
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Wait – Herb Lindtveit
Wait

Hold on a minute, just please wait
Wait for me to take it all in

I haven’t had a chance to just stop and enjoy
I haven’t had the pleasure of being in the now

But now it’s now and I feel I’m losing it
Where it goes is not a mystery

 I know it’s in the past 

I know there are more moments in the future 
I know all the moments I’ve had have happened

Yet I feel no connection to them
When will I experience these moments like I’ve been told I will

When will I look back and smile
When will I be happy for the things I have now

Instead of anticipation for the future
And worse, regret for the past

So hold on a minute just wait
Before this moment’s gone and I’m too late  
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An Introvert’s Origin – Matthew McKinley

On a particularly frigid and dark January morning, my Mother pulled 

my pajamas off and coerced me into a cold stiff outfit of corduroy and 

polyester. She strapped me into the Geo Metro, and we drove off through 

the early morning night to the daycare at St. Leo’s. The surreal nature 

of fluorescent lighting and manufactured heat within that old church 

basement contrasted sharply with the frozen winter reality outside, and 

my small body welcomed this warm escape. As my Mom said goodbye, 

I sat alone. An unfamiliar face accompanied me at this early hour, 

reading the newspaper studiously. The endless rug on which I sat lay 

beneath a wonderland of toys - the huge colored bricks, the playhouses, 

the puzzles and games.  As I wandered curiously towards a big plastic 

boat, my impressionable mind became that of a sailor’s. I fancied myself 

captain of the entire sea as willed the playroom into a tormented ocean. 

Such power I had; my daydream limitless, my imagination unbound. 

I was ruler of all the seven seas. Soon, the echoing of rapid footsteps 

forcefully punctured my inflated daydream, and I saw a child round the 

corner with a telling smile. I immediately felt as though I had shrunk 

into near insignificance. My limitless fantasy boxed in, cornered, by the 

mere presence of another little boy. As more and more children occupied 

the somehow growing room, I could no longer conjure a mental escape 

from the cruel fluorescent damnation of early education. My attention, 

my juvenile concentration became fixated on every running blur of 

happiness, on the color of every dress and shirt, on every high-pitched 

screech of contentment. Every child taking a piece of significance from 

my own life. My big plastic boat had become rocked irreversibly, my 

status waning. I was seaman first class, quietly awaiting orders. 
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 Battlecry      
– Susan L. Waterman
 There are four of us seated at the kitchen table. My sister and I are across from 
each other observing our parents, the weather. We have secretly picked sides. Not 
that it matters much anyway; our alliance is with the moment, with breathing. It’s 
important to laugh just a tiny bit and try to bring something up about school, or a 
television show. Notice, when she puts her glass down or when he picks up his fork 
in a primal grip, as their mouths stop chewing, finish quickly. 
 We have become aware of their strategic plans through behaviors, witnessed 
the crude maps of upcoming battles. Some we have already named. They think we 
cannot feel the war moving up from underneath the floor boards. My sister and I 
eat our meals while never looking at each other. In silence we become part of the 
waiting.
 During the night, I wander through the house holding things in my hands, 
wondering about the use of them like our empty candy dish, or the silver candle 
holders with nothing ever lit. The good china stays untouchable on display, behind 
glass and wood ripe for carving our names into. 

Bleeding Hands     
– Susan L. Waterman
 When Emily was young, her mother took her to the zoo to see the new baby gorilla. 
They had to make their way through the crowd just to be able to see anything. Spectators 
were making ooh aah noises and banging their palms on the glass cage. Even from behind 
that thick wall, the stench was awful.

 The concrete floor of the room had piles of hay and brown clumps of waste. The gorilla 
and her baby sat in a corner rocking back and forth. The crowd became louder as they 
tried to get her to move. The walls became a beating drum as the animal finally heaved her 
body up from the floor, cradling her baby in one arm.

 She ran in a circle at first, and then charged the walls, throwing herself against the 
glass. The crowd stopped banging. Emily cried as she watched the gorilla run toward her 
with the infant’s head barely missing the concrete. Suddenly, the animal’s palm covers 
Emily’s face and everything turns black.

 Years later she remembers the darkness of that huge hand, the feces, grass, and 
bleeding. In her kitchen, Emily’s baby is asleep in its bassinet. Emily thrusts her hands 
down into the soapy dish water.  A broken plate slices her but the bleeding doesn't hurt as 
much as her own nipples, or the antagonizing crowd in public. Emily wipes her hands on 
her skirt, then runs around in circles, the doctors say, for no particular reason at all.  
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 At the dining room table, I think about pouring myself a glass of milk in one of 
those tea cups. Instead, I go check on my sister. She is balled up in one corner of her 
bed, hidden behind pillows, quilts, and stuffed animals. Peaceful in her sleep, I linger 
there watching her for the memory.
 The war comes quicker than we expected. A surprise attack in the middle of the 
night. We hear the front door slam as dishes break into cries of victory and defeat. 
My sister comes into my room camouflaged by her bedding, finds a place on the 
floor, and says nothing. We stare up into the ceiling and become swallowed by its 
darkness.

         It is not completely black; after our eyes have 
found focus, the plastic star constellations tell us 
our coordinates. In the quiet we calm ourselves 
by pointing out the tips of Gemini, or the horns 
of Taurus. We don’t know how to find these in 
the real sky. Some things are only for this room. 
We have claimed this space ours, with our white 
sheets wrapped around us in protection. 
       The war has nothing to do with us. We have 
watched our parents plans go array, all the 
takeovers foiled. The land they claimed bears 
no fruit, only dry dirt running through working 
hands. They are done exploring the new world 
and want to go home but things need to be 
divided; pennies are squandered over. My sister 
and I are the prisoners or natives forgotten here. 
There is a reason we stay so quiet.
       We make our beds, pack our lunch; again we 

are off to school. I have to be coaxed over to kiss them good-bye; she is better at this 
part than me. I am thinking of candles and flame and the beauty of the light.
 The door closes behind us as we leave them in their separate corners. There is 
work to do. I kick a stone in a jagged little path in front of me as my sister drags a 
stick behind her, small chips of wood becoming free the closer we get to school.
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Apartment 9D      
– Ummil-Khair Yusuf
 The elevator slows to a shaky stop. It’s neither the rickety kind of shaking that 
sends flickers through the stomach and flashes of uncertainty through the mind, nor 
the kind of shaking that elicits pictures of movies in which old elevator gears break 
plunging the elevator floors below.  This shaking was more of an announcement: 
“You have arrived; it’s time.” The calm smoothness of the elevator perfectly aligning 
itself follows. Finally, the doors break their connection and slide apart revealing 
a cream colored hallway. It is a welcoming hallway, wide not narrow, long but not 
too long; bright enough to bring comfort, safety, and promises of presence. My foot 
alights to the floor, anxious to move forward. The floor too is an off white color, but 
it is speckled with brown spots; it is tile, smooth, paved. I clutch my bags and turn 
right. There it is up ahead, the door facing me at the end of the hall: apartment 9D.  
 How many times have I faced that door with excited expectations? How many 
times did I run ahead to be the first one to press the door bell? I would stand directly 
in front of the peep hole, gladdened by the prospect of being the first person seen 
from the other end, the first one greeted when the door was opened. “My boobies!” 
my grandmother would exclaim, as she opened the door, “I’m so happy to see you! 
Come here, and give me some sugar.” With her arms wide she would scoop me into a 
warm embrace. As I melted into the ensuing squeeze, I was enveloped with the scent 
of Dove soap and Tide detergent: clean, nice. The “sugar” followed as I kissed her on 
her warm soft cheek.
 The elevator door closes behind me, snapping me back to the present. I start 
walking, noticing perhaps for the first time the brown speckles on the floor. There 
was no real pattern, just spots. Spots that told you that the tiles where you walked 
could not be perfect, life could not be perfect. It was as if the tile maker knew that 
stains would inevitably come so they preemptively placed blemishes making the 
stains organic, natural, a part of life.
 My eyes followed the tile until they noticed the alcove ahead on the left. Inside 
the alcove there was a door to the stairwell. My mind wanders again as I think back 
to the days my brothers and I would take the stairs. Riding up and down nine flights 
on the elevator was our favorite way to go outside, but sometimes we used the stairs. 

34
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The stairs frightened me; they frightened all of us. We were on the ninth floor, which 
meant nine floors to go down. Each long staircase had a solid wall on both sides that 
ended abruptly at the platform of the floor below. On the left of the platform was a 
door; on the right the next stairwell started, unseen by the person above. The stairs 
were not necessarily dark, but around the third floor the lights would get dim and 
flicker off and on. What was more frightening though, was the fear drummed up 
from stories of different kinds of people who “did their business in the stairwell,” an 
unwelcome danger to a little kid.  
 My brothers of course would dare me to take the stairs then tear off ahead of me 
and run full speed down the nine flights and out the door. There was no backing 
down though; I was a daredevil. Just dare me and I’ll do it. Perhaps that trait came 
from having five brothers and me wanting to feel like I could do anything they could 
do… if I wanted to. Anyway, I stood in the stairwell and imagined all the crazy things 
that could happen; I was after all, in New York, and my grandmother had warned us 
countless times to be careful, to be cautious. Taking a deep breath I would run, run, 
run, turn corners, and run, turn corners and run, never pausing, impelling past my 
fears, until I reached the steel door at the bottom and shoved through. As I erupted 
into the foyer, I would compose myself. I was in a small, empty back room that had 
two doors, one that led to the main entrance where the elevator was and the other 
led directly outside. I would catch my breath and push through the outside door 
feigning ease as I walked up to my laughing brothers. “It was a piece of cake,” I would 
say, “and I did it alone; you guys had to go together.” 
  I looked at the stairwell smiling and turned back to the door at the end of the 
long hall. There were eight apartments on the floor. The ends of the hall had two 
doors side by side. Two doors each also dotted the side walls of the long hallway. 
As I passed one of the doors, I could smell a whiff of a food aroma. It was faint and 
unidentifiable, a medley of food hanging in the air.
 Walking past the hallway’s aroma, I smiled, picturing mornings in apartment 9D.  
My grandmother, the special person behind the door, would rise before my siblings 
and I awoke. She would pull out her waffle iron, the same one I watched her use 
year after year. Making her special waffle batter, she dumped in cups of blueberries. 
Then, the batter sizzled as it lay sandwiched between the hot corrugated iron 
plates. The end result was waffles with a crispy outside and a soft airy inside, filled 
with a burst of blueberries in every bite. While the waffle cooked, she sliced fruit, 
heated sausages, and made home fries and eggs.  The sausages were the Morning 
Star brand, made with veggie protein.  My grandma would get the tube shaped 

sausages and the flat patty ones also.  Neither she nor my family was vegetarian.  My 
grandmother would buy the veggie sausages to accommodate my family’s religious 
dietary restrictions: only halal meat. 
 Sometimes I would get up early to help.  My grandmother would ask me to set 
the table. First, I placed shimmery, ivory colored, seashell shaped placemats at their 
designated spots. Then, on each placemat I put a plate with a knife and spoon at 
the right of it and a fork at the left. My favorite part of the setting was folding the 
napkins into triangles, then placing one under each fork. In front of the plates I put 
a short glass of milk on the right and a tall glass of orange juice on the left, followed 
by maple syrup and butter in the middle of the table. The intricacy of the table 
setting wasn’t something done at my house, nor would it have been appreciated by 
my brothers. To me, it meant 
sophistication, and it felt 
much like setting up for a tea 
party; I loved it.   
 Waking my siblings and 
my mom wasn’t a hard task 
to do; the vivifying scents of 
breakfast had already wafted 
into each room. Back in the 
kitchen, I would place trays 
of food onto the table. My 
siblings would start pouring 
into the kitchen, sitting in 
their chosen seats. I would, 
with amusement, watch my 
siblings struggle to not touch 
the food. We all waited until everything was perfect and my grandmother took her 
seat. Grandma would then bless the table: “Thank you oh Lord for these, thy gifts, 
which we are about to receive from Thy bounty through Christ, our Lord. Amen.” 
Head bowed, hands up in prayer, I followed along silently, but at the ending of the 
prayer I would change the words “through Christ” to “through You, our Lord Amen.” 
I knew my grandmother was Christian and that our beliefs slightly differed. While 
I believed in Jesus, I believed he was a special messenger of God, but not the son of 
God; thus the food I considered to be solely from God. We would then commence to 
eating and sharing with my grandmother all the updates of the year.  
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chute, and opened and closed the door to the stairwell. We didn’t, of course, hear her press 
the elevator button, but the sounds of everything else including the sound of the elevator door 
opening and closing reverberated into the house so clearly, it was as if we were in the same 
space. So our daily escapades out of the house involved ninja like quietness in the hallway 
until we were off the floor.  
 Thoughts of quiet hallways led me to thinking about even more adventures my siblings 
and I had while visiting our grandmother. My grandmother would fill our visits with activities, 
museums, zoos, shows, movies, or amusement parks, etc.  On the days of no activities, my 
grandmother insisted that a child’s place was outside during the daylight hours. “We needed 
fresh air,” she would say, “for strong lungs.” After the breakfast cleanup, we would go outside 
until lunch time and then again until dinner exploring the borough of Bronx, New York. It was 
more like the borough of my grandmother’s housing complex.  We would walk for hours and 
still be within the maze of tall 24, 26, and 33 story buildings. They were all shades of brown and 
built in clusters. There were clusters of six buildings, three in the front and three in the back, 
with a sand filled wooden playground nestled between. There were pathways intertwining 
between the clusters surrounded by grass and lined with the occasional tree or bench. One 
cluster was augmented with a school house, another with a shopping plaza, yet another was 
bordered with a bigger plaza containing a movie theater and food and clothing stores. Next 
to the plaza was a sprawling doctor’s office, a huge glass five floor building. One whole side 
of the complex was bordered by a river. The complex was appropriately named co-op city. 
When no other children were around and my siblings and I tired of the playground below my 
grandmother’s window, the whole complex became our playground. We would travel from 
cluster to cluster finding little clues allowing us to visualize a map that would provide a way 
back home through the seemingly identical neighborhoods. We had what we imagined to be 
our own labyrinth and gleefully explored it. 
 Almost there, I am now close enough to my grandmother’s apartment to smell the sweet 
aroma of cookies, chocolate chip cookies.  The scent wafts from the apartment next to my 
grandmother’s apartment. The doors are side by side; the woman inside lives there with her 
daughter only. The girl is young. I have only seen them a few times; I’m not even sure when 
they moved in. The woman is nice, though. The few times we’ve seen each other in the hallway 
we talked about how great my grandmother is. She would tell me how my grandmother 
helped her out when she was sick or brought her groceries during that time of need. She 
told me how she and my grandmother talked about my grandmother’s excitement about her 
“grans” coming up.  Although the neighbor’s door is closed, the smells of her cookies remind 
me of my grandmother’s cakes.

 My stomach rumbled a little as I continued walking down the hallway. My mind shifted 
to shopping with my grandmother. Grandma was amazing; she was beautiful, strong, active, 
stylish, and chic. I loved shopping with her. In addition to being so fashionable, she would 
take me to the shopping district in downtown New York. There were blocks and blocks and 
blocks of stores. By contrast, downtown Boston was only one strip of stores, and malls were 
not yet prevalent. Don’t get me wrong; I actually was very uninterested in dressing styles, and 
I liked plain simplicity. However, anything from my grandmother was special, sophisticated, 
and worth wearing. Plus, even I knew that answering question of “Where did you get that shirt 
from?” with “From New York” was cool.   
 On one particular shopping trip my grandmother and I went alone; it was supposed to 
be our special shopping trip. My grandmother also decided to have me pick out my own 

clothes; it was a disaster. There I was, a plain Jane, going 
on a shopping trip that was a matter of “my style.” Even 
worse, my grandmother, the queen of fashion (even 

at her age) was my judge. We walked store to store, 
strip after strip. Nothing seemed to be right. After a 

seemingly endless list of blocks, my grandmother, who 
seemed to have lost her energy blocks previously, declared 

that she would purchase the clothes herself on another day. 
Steeped in self-inflicted shame and justifiable guilt, I agreed with 
my grandmother and we made our way back home, not speaking 

about the matter again for a long time.
      As I walked in the hallway getting closer to the door, I 

became aware of the subtle sound of my shoes. Being an 
adult I instinctively walked softly through 

the hallway, something I learned in 
my youth. When I was young, my 

siblings and I went in and out of 
the apartment countless times; 

needless to say we were not the 
quietest group. One day, my grandmother 

showed us just how much the hallway sounds 
traveled. She had us sit quietly in the living room.  

She then went out of the apartment and pressed 
the elevator bell, opened the door to the garbage 
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	 My	first	experience	with	flan,	a	creamy	custardy	dessert,	popular	in	Spain,	was	
from	my	grandma.	She	could	bake	anything:	cakes,	pies,	cookies,	or	pastries;	you	
name	it,	and	she	could	make	it.	On	one	visit	grandma	made	the	flan;	it	was	this	sweet,	
melt	in	your	mouth	custard	covered	in	a	thin	caramel	sauce.	I	couldn’t	get	enough	of	
it	then,	and	I	still	love	it	to	this	day.		More	endearing	though,	are	Grandma’s	cakes.	
Moist,	light,	dense,	sweet,	mild,	and	bold,	Grandma’s	cakes	were	rich,	full	of	flavor,	
and	pretty.	What	made	Grandma’s	cakes	even	more	special	was	the	fact	that	she	
made	a	cake	for	each	of	her	eight	grandchildren’s	birthdays	every	year;	she	froze	
them	and	mailed	them	200	miles	by	next	day	mail.						
	 To	make	matters	even	more	complex,	my	grandmother	was	a	traveler.		She	
organized	trips,	cruises,	and	safaris.	She	explored	six	of	the	seven	continents.	
Grandma	traversed	the	50	United	States	with	the	additions	of	D.C.	and	Puerto	Rico.		
She	braved	the	snow	of	Canada	and	the	heat	of	Mexico.		She	journeyed	to	Brazil	and	
other	South	American	countries.	She	toured	France,	Italy,	Sweden,	and	many	other	
European	countries.	She	went	on	a	safari	in	Africa,	and	explored	Egypt	and	Morocco.	
She	has	passed	through	Malaysia,	Japan,	and	Korea.		She	even	took	a	cruise	to	China,	
but	didn’t	go	inland	because	it	was	in	the	time	of	the	SARS	outbreak.		
	 It	didn’t	matter	when	or	where	my	grandmother	traveled,	she	always	made	sure	
to	make	a	birthday	cake	for	each	of	her	grandchildren.		My	grandma	would	make	
a	cake,	white	cake,	yellow	cake,	chocolate	cake,	caramel	cake,	lemon	cake,	German	
sweet	chocolate	cake	(my	favorite),	checker	board	cake	(magical),	coconut	cake,	
carrot	cake,	red	velvet	cake;	the	list	goes	on.		The	days	surrounding	my	birthday	were	
the	most	exciting	days	because	they	came	with	a	box	of	three	cakes.	We	would	all	
crowd	around	the	box,	with	my	two	brothers	and	I	trying	to	figure	out	which	cake	
was	ours.	Getting	a	cake	from	Grandma	was	one	of	the	highlights	of	my	life.					
	 I	have	reached	the	end	of	the	hallway.	I	am	now	in	front	of	apartment	9D.	The	
tan	door	looms	before	me,	cream	colored	walls	on	each	side,	speckled	floor	below	
my	feet.	Instinctively	I	raise	my	hand,	stretching	forth	my	finger.	My	finger	grazes	the	
bell	before	I	remember	the	key	in	my	pocket.	The	key,	an	instrument	contrived	to	
open,	to	let	in,	a	key,	the	key,	is	in	my	pocket.		There	is	no	need	to	ring	the	bell;	there	
is	no	reason.	The	key	rests	in	my	pocket	so	that	I	may	straighten	out	the	affairs	of	the	
apartment.	Inserting	the	key,	I	push	open	the	door	to	an	empty	room.	There	is	no	
longer	anyone	on	the	other	end	of	apartment	9D.	
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The Mountain – Abraham Anavisca
	 These	are	my	first	moments,	or	I	have	forgotten	all	else	of	myself	until	this	point	
in	time?	The	world	is	dark…	I	move	to	find	I	am	buried	in	the	dirt.	It	surrounds	and	
cradles	me	with	its	cool	grainy	touch.	My	movement	shifts	the	earth	around	me,	
loosening	its	hold.	Finally,	I	break	into	the	surface	above,	and	I	know	air	for	the	first	
time,	I	think.

					The	world	reveals	itself	
to	me,	and	I	am	not	alone.	
There,	all	around	as	far	as	the	
eye	can	see,	are	thousands	
of	people	crawling	out	from	
their	holes	and	walking	in	
the	same	direction.	Before	
I	can	ask	myself	where	
they	are	going,	its	presence	
is	made	clear	in	absolute,	
the	mountain.	Even	from	
far	away	only	a	fool	would	
try	to	describe	its	size.	The	
peak	cannot	be	seen,	and	its	
immense	size	would	make	

even	the	most	rational	man	question	whether	there	is	a	peak.	It	pierces	through	the	
skies	and,	I	dare	say,	heaven	itself.
	 Is	this	the	way	to	heaven?	What	unimaginable	things	must	be	at	the	top	of	it?	
It	emits	a	strange	hum:	Oooooooooom.	Mesmerized,	I	saunter	over	to	the	base	of	the	
mountain	only	to	have	my	daze	changed	to	complete	horror,	for	the	mountain	is	not	
made	of	rock	or	soil.	It	is	made	of	people,	of	bodies	still	living.	Their	violent	screams	
and	laughter	are	the	strange	hum,	which	now	is	a	blaring	orchestra	of	madness.	The	
mountain	looks	alive,	swaying	from	bodies	writhing,	squirming,	and	clawing	to	move	
up.	Those	climbing	trample	anyone	unfortunate	enough	to	find	themselves	beneath	
them.	My	entire	being	is	shaken	to	the	very	core.	My	hands	tremble.	I	know	fear	for	
the	first	time.

	 How	could	I,	one	lowly	body	amongst	the	many,	scale	such	a	thing?	No,	there	
must	be	another	path,	or	another	place	to	go.	Turning	away	and	going	against	the	
endless	stream	of	new	arrivals,	I	walk.
	 My	track	of	time	is	lost	or	voided.	The	word	itself	melts	away	in	my	mind	as	the	
sun	rises	and	falls	in	fluctuation	as	the	days	feel	like	years	and	the	weeks	like	hours.	
To	know	how	long	I	have	been	on	this	journey	would	give	me	some	comfort,	but	it’s	a	
luxury	now	lost	to	me.	Maybe	it	was	never	a	part	of	this	world.	
	 Churning	slower	with	the	passage	of	time,	the	mind	forgets	where	I	am,	where	I	
was,	and	this	place.	A	tumbleweed;	that	is	what	I	am,	an	object	stumbling	around	in	
search	of	anything	in	a	dream	without	end,	and	without	meaning.	
	 The	dream	ends	when	I	am	tripped.	Someone	had	just	emerged	from	their	hole,	
and	I	am	ecstatic	to	see	them.	They	don’t	even	look	at	me.	Instead	they	begin	to	walk,	
at	which	point	I	begin	hearing	that	hum	again.	The	fear	I	felt,	for	what	seems	like	
an	eternity	ago,	returns.	My	eyes	widen	to	see	so	many	more	emerging	from	their	
holes	and	walking	in	the	same	direction.	I	begin	to	feel	sick	with	something	sinking	
inside	me,	and	my	heart	trying	to	burst	out	from	my	chest.	There	it	is,	again,	just	as	
I	first	saw	it,	the	mountain.	
Split	in	two,	my	head	is	sent	
spiraling.	I	laugh	and	let	the	
tears	roll	down	my	cheeks;	
that	is	all	I	can	do,	until	I	fall	
to	the	ground	in	front	of	me.
	 Dirt.	Let	me	return	to	
the	ground.	It’s	so	simple!	
Why	have	I	not	considered	it	
before?	However,	the	location	
from	where	I	came	is	lost,	but	
it	does	not	matter	I	just	need	
to	dig	and	keep	digging	until	
it	feels	like	it	once	did.	The	
ground	must	be	the	same	here	as	it	was	there,	and	so,	in	a	wild	frenzy	I	claw	into	the	
ground	with	rabid	hands,	searching	for	the	comfortable	place	where	I	need	to	be.	
Time	melts	once	more.	I	am	wide	awake	with	a	profound	sense	of	purpose	I	never	
knew	until	now.	Each	shovel	of	my	hands	growing	more	sporadic	than	the	last.	Only	
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taking	rest	when	trying	to	recreate	the	womb,	shifting	my	position	almost	as	much	as	
I	sift	through	the	rocks	and	dirt.	I	lose	myself	to	frustration	when	every	turn	I	make	
brings	me	further	and	further	away	from	what	I	search	for.	Dirt,	worms,	and	rock;	I	
plough	through	them	all,	and	then	into	nothing.	Have	I	reached	some	other	side?	I	
emerge	from	the	ground	once	again	and	for	the	final	time,	because	now	I	find	myself	
back	at	the	base	of	the	mountain.
	 Everything	in	all	its	entirety	falls	away	beneath	me	only	to	crush	me	with	all	its	
weight.	Falling	on	my	knees,	I	shatter	and	scream.	The	tears	flow	without	stop.	There	
is	no	escape	nor	relief,	just	the	mountain.
	 Piece	by	piece	I	watch	the	others.	So	many	of	them	are	trickling	up	the	sides,	and	

all	of	them	devoured	by	that	
wretched	thing.	They	all	seem	
so	small,	all	so	scared,	and	all	so	
frail.
					My	hands,	they	no	longer	
shake	with	fear,	but	are	still	
with	emptiness.	How	hollow	
my	eyes	must	look.	There	is	no	
mistaking	what	I	must	do.	After	
all,	my	options,	as	I’ve	found	out,	
are	all	one	and	the	same,	and	I	
cannot	be	afraid.	Fear	will	be	my	
undoing	as	it	was	for	countless	
others,	if	I	let	it	consume	me.	The	
journey	is	treacherous,	my	time	
limited,	but	my	will	is	only	just	
beginning.	With	each	moment	
passing	it	grows.	It	will	grow	
greater	than	this	heaping	pile,	
and	I	will	scale	the	mountain,	or	
become	part	of	it.
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